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Johnny
Jones
and
Lizzy
Coyne’s life of debauchery
inspired songwriter Jim Reid
who formed the band and
used it as a vehicle to lift the
lid on their gritty story.

He admitted: “It was friends that
I knew.
“The guy was an ex-heroin
addict trying to change his life
around. His partner Lizzie was a
prostitute.

Bands no one has heard
of bring out albums

“I remember him at the time
telling me how they met on the
street and all their stories.
“It all stuck in my mind. I’m not
really in touch with them now, I
don’t
know
if
they’d like I’ve
done this.
“They
don’t
know
anything
about the music,
so I have changed
their names for
that reason.
“I saw the real
Johnny Jones not
that long ago —
and
he
wasn’t
looking that great
to be honest.”
It’s taken 18 months to get the
EP out and that’s not just because
of the complicated concept. Jim, 33,

Real life
needs
courage

said: “It all starts with a
telephone
call
between
Johnny and Lizzie. I had it
all planned out.
“Bands
nowadays
are
bringing out albums and no
one has heard of them.
“We’re going down the
old school route.
“Build the band. Get the gigs.
Build the fan base.
“And the EP is last. It’s been
hard to have that patience, but it’s

worth it.” The whole story of the
street couple will be splashed
across the group’s full debut
album, which they’re currently
speaking to industry figures about.
But they’ll give the EP a boost
in rousing fashion, by smashing
King Tut’s in Glasgow on August
27.
Jim said: “It was our producer
Gordy Goudie who turned it on it’s
head. Before him, it was too dark.
You have to have the groove and

get peoples’ heads moving. Now
there’s people dancing and then
when they really hear the lyrics
they go, wait a minute, is that
what I’m dancing to?
“The band has to be different or
it will never work — and this is
different.”
The rest of The Ronains are all
younger than Jim.
But they’re all on the same page
and giving it both barrels. He
added: “I grew up in quite a rough

HUNTER & THE BEAR

WHO: Will Irvine (vocals), Jimmy Hunter
(guitar), Chris Clark (bass), Gareth
Thompson (drums)
WHERE: Glasgow / London
FOR FANS OF: Kings Of Leon, Fatherson, Bruce Springsteen
JIM SAYS: Anglo-Scots rockers Hunter
& The Bear have been holed up in top
Glasgow studio Gorbals Sound recording their debut album. After two well-received EPs, the first single from the
album, Renegade, is released today.
The band started out as a duo around
2012. Singer Will Irvine from Achiltibuie in
Wester Ross hooked up with Prestwick
guitarist Jimmy Hunter to sow the seeds.
Will said “We found ourselves up in the
Highlands having finished uni, trying to
write a few original songs.
“We decided that we owed it to ourselves to play a few gigs. Once we had a
taste for it, we
ventured down
to London in
search of more
regular shows.
“Playing that
circuit for most
of 2013 we realised that we
needed to grow
the sound to
feed the rocky
songwriting
style that had
started
to
develop.”
In came Englishmen Gareth Thompson and Chris Clark. Will added “We
found Gareth playing on the same bill as
us at Ronnie Scott’s jazz bar.
“Chris joined a few weeks later. He was
the only person to audition! Thankfully
he’s the best bassist around.”
In 2014, the four-piece completed an
arena tour supporting the legendary Eric
Clapton, including an appearance at
Glasgow’s SSE Hydro.
Will said “He’s such a cool guy. He
made time to come speak to us and
made us feel really welcome on his tour.
“Our van looked ridiculous parked
next to his fleet of lorries but that’s just
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ONE 2 SEE

A REAL life heroin addict
and his prostitute girlfriend are the inspiration
behind rising Glasgow
rockers
The
Ronains’
cracking debut EP No
Courage Without Fear.

MUSIC

ONES TO WATCH

CHINGFORD’S finest
sons THE RIFLES are
gearing up to release
their new double album
Big Life in a fortnight.
And even better,
they’re jumping on
the tour bus to show it
off.
They stop at The
Garage in Glasgow on
October 14 — and it’ll be
a lively affair.
Check out:
therifles.me.uk
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FRESH from his widely
successful debut album
last year, C DUNCAN is
back with the follow-up,
The Midnight Sun — out
in October.
It’s inspired by TV
show The Twilight Zone
and the short summer
nights we get.
The first single Wanted
To Want It Too is a quirky
haunting, experimental
tune — listen to it at:
c-duncan.co.uk

area with a single mum, so I had
to escape the street.
“Eventually I did and moved
away. One of the tracks is about
moving out of that gutter and getting away.
“I put that straight into the
Johnny and Lizzie concept.
“And it sums us up a band.
We’re in it to win it - and we’re
good contenders.”
l Get the EP and more info at: facebook.com/theronains

NEW MUSIC
By Jim Gellatly

another thing for us to aim for. On top of
that, we’ve played some amazing festivals like T in the Park, Reading & Leeds,
Hard Rock Calling and loads of others
across Europe and America.”
From their early folk and country
tinged roots, Hunter & The Bear have
developed into a fully-fledged rock band.
Will explained: “When we started it was
a couple of acoustic guitars and a drum
so naturally the music was quite stripped
back. Having added the other two boys,
we’re now a full rock band set up which
was always the goal.
“We want to make a big ballsy sound
that’s impossible to ignore. Now that we
have
the
chance
to
release
our
debut
album,
that’s
exactly
what we plan on
doing.”
With
Renegade, Hunter &
The Bear continue the pace
set with tracks
such as Burn It
Up and Shadow
Man on last
year’s
Wildfire
EP, but with a further injection of energy.
It sets things up perfectly for the album.
Will added: “We feel the album is a
huge step up for us, both in terms of
songwriting and performance.
“It’s the best material we’ve written and
we can’t wait to start getting the rest of
the tracks out there.”
Hunter & The Bear play the Loopallu
Festival in Ullapool on September 30.
MORE: hunterandthebear.co.uk
l Jim presents a weekly showcase of
New Music on Amazing Radio Sundays
2-4pm.
www.amazingradio.com
www.jimgellatly.com

WATCH VIDEO OF BAN
D AT
thescottishsun.co.uk

